**PRE-HEALTH LABELS IN HANDSHAKE**

**Handshake labels** are one of the most versatile tools in the system, allowing data to be tagged, classified and organized.

To assist **pre-health students** in finding clinical opportunities, the Career Center and the pre-health advising team have created multiple labels to help aid in the search. The labels include:

- Clinical, part-time, St. Louis
- Clinical, summer
- Clinical, full-time/gap year

Handshake is just one of several avenues to explore clinical employment as not all opportunities will have a Handshake listing. Other strategies in finding clinical sites include:

- Connecting within your existing network. Parents of your friends and family friends should know that you’re seeking clinical opportunities.
- Searching employment listings at local (either St. Louis or your hometown) clinical sites.
- Volunteering in a clinical setting (nursing home, hospital, etc.) to gain experience and expand your network.

To search for jobs in Handshake using the labels listed above:

Navigate to **JOBS → click on ALL FILTERS → scroll down to LABELED BY YOUR SCHOOL →** type in **CLINICAL**

For more general guidance on using Handshake, visit our walk-in hours in DUC 110, schedule an appointment online, or check out the Getting Started guide from Handshake.